Accelerating Cancer Immunotherapy Research

Research to extend the benefit of cancer immunotherapy is taking place all over the world. Within imCORE, we believe new treatments can be found quicker if we all work together.

imCORE is a network of 27 leading cancer immunotherapy research institutions, collaborating to accelerate progress in cancer immunotherapy research and optimise outcomes for cancer patients.

We’re talking about true partnerships, that leverage collective resources, expertise and cutting-edge technologies, to identify solutions.

In doing so, we are performing research that will ultimately help clinicians select the treatments most likely to benefit the individual patient.

In supporting pre-clinical, translational and clinical research, we work to drive innovation from the bedside to the bench and back again, in a continuous learning loop.

Our unique offering...

A standardised multiple biomarker platform; uniformly aggregating data.

By supporting pre-clinical, translational and clinical research, we seek to drive innovation from the bedside to the bench and back again, in a continuous ‘learning loop’.

1 A collaborative data sharing framework; encouraging secondary interrogation of data.
2 Institutional research support by dedicated teams; leveraging valuable resources and manpower.
3 A jointly developed scientific strategy; harnessing collective knowledge and ideas to determine future directions.
4 A standardised multiple biomarker platform; uniformly aggregating data.
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